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scott group custom carpets
Scott Group Custom Carpets, authentically designed and produced in the USA since 1969, uses 

only the finest, most luxurious natural fibers. The collaborative and one-on-one custom design process 

between our in-house design team members and customers speaks to our devotion and commitment 

to delivering exceptional results. Scott Group Custom Carpets provides elegance and sophistication 

in homes, on planes, and in some of  the world’s most well-known buildings and luxury boutiques.



Escala Collection 

Our environment is constantly changing. It is saturated 
with many layers of complexity and curiosity. Observing 
even the simplest of transformations that nature provides, 
like the melting of a frozen pond or how leaves collect dew 
on a brisk autumn morning, is nothing short of miraculous.  

The Escala Collection offers both micro and macro 
perspective of everyday elements in our landscape. Through our 
exploration of how large and small scale meet, we’ve created 
designs that emulate ordinary yet treasured natural resources.



The Earth has her own way of creating woven 
masterpieces, providing not only strength 
and security but graphic splendor. It is a 
demonstration of how organic materials can 
interlace effortlessly to form thick and thin 
visual lines.

WEAVE



350684:   Agata with silk   9’ x 12’ rug

Shown left: 
Agata with silk



A world view centered on the acceptance of 
imperfection, or wabi-sabi, is the foundation for 
an irregular approach to design. The asymmetric 
aesthetic of these patterns give praise to our 
environment’s beauty and processes.

ASYMMETRIC



350690:   Akachi C&L with silk   9’ x 12’ rug

Shown left: 
Akachi C&L with silk



Akachi C&L with silk



Wind can create some of the most striking 
landscapes found in nature. Great diamond-like 
shaped peaks are formed in dessert sand when 
air stream approaches from all directions. As 
light hits these visually impressive crests, a 
dramatic positive/negative contrast takes hold. 

CONTRAST



350689:   Claes with silk   9’ x 12’ rug

Shown right: 
Claes with silk detail



We are often moved and inspired by how 
different our natural world’s distinguishing 
patterns appear when viewed from afar.  
These designs translate, “flora into fabulous” 
with distinctive lines and contrasting textures 
creating incredible movement.  

AERIAL



350687:   Arveda   9’ x 12’ rug

Shown right: 
Arveda



Left to right: Arveda and Vidya II with silk



When examining slate rock in detail, remarkable 
surface, depth and pattern is revealed. These 
masculine designs, rich with layered textures 
from an undertuft and overtuft construction, 
exemplify complexity at a micro level.  

LAYERED



Left to right: Vidya II with silk, Vidya II with silk and worsted wool and Vidya II with silk



350688:   Vidya II with silk and worsted wool   9’ x 12’ rug

Shown right: 
Vidya II with silk and worsted wool



350686:   Mako with silk   9’ x 12’ rug

Shown right: 
Mako with silk detail



Mako with silk



A B C

A. 350683:  Vidya II with silk
B. 350684:  Agata with silk 
C. 350689:  Claes with silk
D. 350687:  Arveda
E. 350682:  Vidya II with silk
F. 350688:  Vidya II with silk & WW
G. 350686:  Mako with silk
H. 350690:  Akachi C&L with silk

Our Escala Collection is crafted using silk and 
wool, some of the world’s longest wearing and 
most luxurious fibers. Each of the patterns shown 
can be customized in any color, allowing you to 
create a Scott Group Studio carpet that is truly 
original.
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